Providence Glen has had a wonderful beginning to what we hope will be a fantastic school year! Our site has been through some changes. We were awarded a new grant allowing us to work within the community for five more years. The room we operate in has had some cosmetic updates! Last but not least, we have many amazing new students and staff members added to our Providence Glen Team!

Upcoming Events

A world-traveling magician will visit Providence Glen on January 7th! We look forward to being amazed!

We will also visit the Ohio Theater to see Romeo & Juliet Opera dress rehearsal in February! A representative from Columbus’ opera will also visit our program to teach us about the art of opera!

Reminders

With winter here, it is important to protect your child’s health. If your child stays home from school due to an illness, it is important that they not attend afterschool as well. It is best they get better while not risking the well being of other.

Attendance is important for the success of our afterschool program. Unless your child is sick, please encourage them to attend everyday!

“We all need someone who inspires us to do better than we know how.” -Anonymous

What are you thankful for?” by Ayub Mohamed

I am thankful for the afterschool program. They care for us and are respectful. They use their time to help us with our homework. I am thankful for Eid. I am so happy to be thankful for all of these things.
Ice Skating Adventures

Providence Glen, as always, had a blast on its annual winter field trip to Nationwide Arena! Put on by Children’s Hunger Alliance, every year afterschool programs around the city enjoy ice-skating, crafts, frosting cookies, and music at Nationwide Arena. This year, like many, was the first time some of our students had been on the ice! Luckily, many helpful volunteers are on hand to “assist” (carry) the first-timers! Brutus was there as well as the Blue Jackets’ very own Green Hornet. Though ice-skating is by far the highlight of the evening, many students also revel in being able to glob on their own colorful frosting until the cookie sort of disappears…

A Day in the Life

Everyday, when a Providence Glen student gets off the bus, they come directly to our program. First things first, we get our homework done. After homework, we have a daily math problem followed by a daily writing prompt. Every student keeps all of their writing pieces in their own folders. In the future, we will make writing portfolios to showcase our best stuff!

Next each student has 15 minutes of silent reading. After reading they log what they have read into their personal reading logs with a short summary of the story as it is remembered. Our day is finished by a game or recess (weather permitting) and a meal. At the end of the day, every student is walked home safely.